SIMPATICO WRAP
Sizes
Small (Medium, Large)
Finished Measurements
31"x 31" (35"x35", 40"x40")
Yarn
2 skeins of different lace, fingering, or sport weight yarn
(we recommend A Verb For Keeping Warm Floating and Shibui Lunar)
Needles
US 8 (5.0 mm) circular needle, 24” or 32” length - or size needed to get gauge
Gauge
16 stitches and 28 rows / 4" in stockinette stitch (blocked)

PRO TIP: If you are using two different yarns, be sure to cast on with the yarn with the least amount of yardage so
you don't run out!
Directions
With yarn A, cast on 1.
Row 1: KFB. (2 st)
Row 2: KFB, KFB. (4 st)
Row 3: K1, P until 1 stitch remains, K1.
Row 4: K1, M1R, K until 1 stitch remains, M1L, K1.
Repeat Rows 3 & 4 until your desired size or are about to run out of yarn. (The three sizes measured approximately
38.5"(44.5", 50") along the diagonal).
End with Row 4 (an increase row).
Break yarn A.
Switch to yarn B:
Row 1: K1, K2TOG, K until 3 st remain, SSK, K1.
Row 2: K1, P until 1 stitch remains, K1.
Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 4 st remain.
Row 3: K2TOG, SSK. (2 st)
Bind-off knit-wise.
Weave in ends and block to designated measurements, using blocking wires if desired. Tips on blocking without
blocking wires: Lay your Square Wrap flat on your blocking surface. Fold in half diagonally, along where Yarn A
changes to Yarn B. Starting at the cast-on and bind-off points, gently pull the fabric apart to create a right angle
(rather than an elongated point). Continue to gently pull along the both sides of the triangle until you reach the fold.
Repeat as necessary. Unfold shawl and smooth out any uneven sides.
-------Abbreviations
KFB - Knit front and back of stitch
K – Knit
P – Purl
M1R - Make 1 right
M1L - Make 1 left
K2TOG - Knit 2 together
SSK - Slip slip knit
-------Post your photo to Instagram and add #verbsimpatico and #cattywampuscrafts so we can see your progress and
completed wrap!
Happy Knitting!

